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SUMMARY

Half of the bacteria in the human gut microbiome are
lysogens containing integrated prophages, which
may activate in stressful immune environments.
Although lysogens are likely to be phagocytosed by
macrophages, whether prophage activation occurs
or influences the outcome of bacterial infection re-
mains unexplored. To study the dynamics of bacte-
ria-phage interactions in living cells—in particular,
the macrophage-triggered induction and lysis of
dormant prophages in the phagosome—we adopted
a tripartite system where murine macrophages
engulf E. coli, which are lysogenic with an engineered
bacteriophage l, containing a fluorescent lysis re-
porter. Pre-induced prophages are capable of lysing
the host bacterium and propagating infection to
neighboring bacteria in the same phagosome. A
non-canonical pathway, mediated by PhoP, is
involved with the native l phage induction inside
phagocytosed E. coli. These findings suggest
two possible mechanisms by which induced pro-
phages may function to aid the bactericidal activity
of macrophages.

INTRODUCTION

Although bacteriophages are the most abundant organisms on

Earth, their direct impact on human health and disease remains

to be fully appreciated (reviewed in Barr, 2017; Keen andDantas,

2018; Mirzaei and Maurice, 2017). A frontier of particular interest

concerns how bacteriophages influence the bactericidal mecha-

nism of mammalian cells (reviewed in Van Belleghem et al.,

2018). Bacteriophages can be engulfed by macrophages

through phagocytosis, and once internalized by dendritic cells

they have been shown to indirectly promote dampened phago-

cytosis of a bacterial pathogen (Hodyra-Stefaniak et al., 2015;

Sweere et al., 2019). Though these prior studies are compelling,
254 Cell Systems 10, 254–264, March 25, 2020 ª 2020 Elsevier Inc.
they required the addition of either inflammatory pre-stimulation

or delivery of a large population of phage to produce their effects.

Thus, the physiological significance of direct phage-human in-

teractions is only beginning to be delineated.

Prior work suggests that one possible mechanism of bacteri-

cidal activity of bacteriophages in macrophages occurs through

a bacterial intermediate. If a bacterial lysogen carrying a pro-

phage induces the lytic state before or during phagocytosis,

the resulting prophage may have the ability to kill the host bacte-

rium (first postulated in Skurnik and Strauch, 2006). Prophage

induction has been observed in bone-marrow-derived macro-

phages infected with lysogenic Listeria monocytogenes, leading

to the excision of phageDNA; however, neither bacterial cell lysis

nor functional phage particles were detected inside the macro-

phages (Rabinovich et al., 2012). Studies of live mice treated

with lysogenic bacteria and then assayed for bulk phage parti-

cles within the feces have confirmed that lysogens can produce

phage particles in vivo, possibly due to inflammation in the gut

(De Paepe et al., 2016; Oh et al., 2019; Diard et al., 2017), but

how or where these particles were produced was not estab-

lished. As a result, major questions remain unanswered about

whether functional prophages can be produced in the mamma-

lian host cell and what environmental cues inside phagosomes

specifically trigger prophage induction.

To observe how prophages influence bacterial killing by im-

mune cells, one relevant experimental model would be tripartite:

the simultaneous observation of bacteriophages within host

bacteria, which have been engulfed by phagocytic cells. The

events surrounding infection in such a tripartite system would

evolve in complex ways over time and differently in individual im-

mune cells—meaning that interrogation of this system would

require dynamic measurement techniques, single-cell resolu-

tion, and fine perturbation approaches. In contrast, the primary

means for assessing a phage population have been either

sequence based (Manrique et al., 2016) or assaying for bulk

phage particles via plaque assay—both of which preclude

tracking of distinct bacteriophage populations in specific cell

types over time. Genetic perturbation of phages has also been

notoriously difficult to engineer, due in particular to their large

genome sizes, the need for multiple genetic markers, and a pro-

hibitively low yield (reviewed in Pires et al., 2016). A major step
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forward in phage engineering occurred when yeast recombina-

tion techniques were used to modify lytic phages (Ando et al.,

2015); however, this technique requires several adaptations

before it can be applied to lysogenic phages, with their dual life

cycle and multiple genomic orientations.

Here, we describe the engineering of various selection

markers and fluorescent proteins into bacteriophage l using a

lysogenic phage-specific modification of the Ando et al. (2015)

protocol. As a result, our tripartite system is highly amenable to

high-throughput, live-cell imaging, allowing us to witness pro-

phage induction state in real time in individual bacteria. We

observed functional induction and lysis in a substantial popula-

tion of bacterial-infected macrophages. Our ability to capture

the single-cell heterogeneity in these infections revealed that

prophages tend to induce more frequently from bacteria that

remain in themacrophage for several hours. This led us to postu-

late and identify a pathway for bacterial lysis induced by macro-

phages, involving the E. coli transcriptional regulator, PhoP, a

sensor of environmental stress including lowMg2+, antimicrobial

peptides (AMPs), and acidic pH. Single-cell resolution also

enabled us to witness very rare events including an alternate

pathway of bactericidal activity, the transfer and propagation

of functional phage particles between bacterial strains in the

phagosome. Thus, macrophage-generated stress on phagocy-

tosed bacteria appears to play multiple roles in bacterial killing

via prophage induction.

RESULTS

A Bacteriophage Lysis Fluorescent Reporter Allows for
the Study of Prophage Induction in Real Time
We chose to engineer the most well-characterized E. coli phage,

bacteriophage l, to contain a fluorescent reporter in the lysis

operon. The lysogenic phage-specific modifications to the

Ando et al. (2015) protocol are detailed in the STAR Methods

and highlighted in Figure 1A. We designed the l lysis reporter

to include the fluorescent protein, mKate2, in the late-lysis

operon with its own ribosomal binding site (as opposed to a

coat protein fusion design, which may influence titer; Trinh

et al., 2017) replacing several non-essential genes in order to

retain the final phage genome at a size of �48.1 kb, for efficient

capsid packaging (Figure 1B). The late-lysis operon stays

repressed while the prophage is integrated. When prophage in-

duction occurs, the genome excises, replicates, and begins to

express early- and late-lysis genes, which should be concurrent

with expression of the mKate2, allowing us to monitor prophage

induction in real time.

We validated the reporter phage (hereby l mKate) by live-cell

imaging on an agar pad to test reporter function as a readout for

prophage induction.We tested both the lmKate lysogen, aswell

as a lysogen with a temperature-sensitive mutant of the l

repressor cI. The temperature-sensitive mutant, cI857, dena-

tures at 42�C, leading to de-repression of lysis genes and

prophage induction (Lieb, 1966). We applied a DNA-damaging

antibiotic, norfloxacin (NFX), to the wild type (WT), which should

trigger the main pathway used by E. coli for prophage induction,

the RecA-mediated SOS response (Matsushiro et al., 1999). For

the cI857, we applied a 15-min 42�C heat shock prior to imaging

(Figure 1C). At the beginning of the time course, there was no
notable expression of the mKate reporter in the cI857 strain (Fig-

ure 1D). The frequency of induction then rose to a maximum of

5.8 3 10�1 at 3 h post-heat shock (Figure 1E; cI857 HS) and

1.8 3 10�3 without heat shock (Figure 1E; cI857 Unstim), and

many of the inducing bacteria lysed (Figure 1D, white arrows;

Video S1). To determine how accurately the reporter reflects

phage lysis events, we quantified the fraction of bacteria ex-

pressing mKate with respect to the population that lyses, which

was 89.2% ± 4.8% (Figure S1C). For the uninduced lmKate, the

frequency of bacteria expressing the reporter plateaus at 7.7 3

10�3 (Figure 1E; cIWT Unstim; Video S2). If the lmKate lysogen

is pre-stimulated with NFX, the frequency of prophage induction

with the reporter significantly (p = 0.033) rises to 1.7 3 10�2

before 6 h post-stimulation (Figures 1E; cI WT NFX and S1D;

Video S3). Compared with another mKate phage we constructed

without the non-essential gene deletions, l mKate did not differ

in spontaneous induction frequency after close to 6 h growth

(Figures S1E and S1F, p = 0.83). Finally, l mKate showed slight

defects in infectivity in bulk culture—a 1.17 h delay in lysis timing

(p = 0.00012) and a 2.17 h delay in re-lysogenization (p = 0.0003);

however, this phage still lysed a culture of E. coli to 13.1% of

peak optical density (OD) (Figure S1G). We concluded that l

mKate is functional and can serve as an accurate readout of

phage induction state.

Macrophages Actively Trigger Prophage Induction in
Phagocytosed E. coli, which Promotes Increased
Bacterial Clearance
After validating the induction reporter in vitro, we asked whether

prophage induction occurs when E. coli lysogens are phagocy-

tosed. We infected murine RAW264.7 cells (a macrophage-like

cell line) with the l mKate lysogen and monitored induction

through reporter expression over time. Along with the prophage

reporter, we used a lab strain ofE. coliMG1655 that constitutively

expresses the fluorescent protein mCerulean3 from a low copy

plasmid. RAW264.7 cells also contained a H2B-miRFP670 nu-

clear marker (see STARMethods) to facilitate cell image analysis

(Figures 2A and S3). Using this system, we observed bacterial

cells inside the macrophage phagosome undergoing phage in-

duction and lysis, as indicated by the change in bacterial

morphology from filamentous to round at 18 h and the loss of

phage reporter signal at 21 h post-infection (Figures 2B and 2C;

Video S4). The mean phage reporter signal stayed below 3%

maximal activation until the bacteria were phagocytosed for

more than 10 h (example shown in Figure 2C). Bacteriophage in-

duction occurred in late stages of the infection, as 87% of the

peak intensities happened later than 10 h post-infection (Fig-

ure 2D). By 21 h post-infection, prophage induction had occurred

in �20% of macrophage cells infected with bacteria (Figure 2E).

Bacteriophage lysis events were also characterized by a

disappearance of phage reporter prior to loss of the bacterial re-

porter signal (Figure 2B). The delayed clearance of released bac-

terial protein is most likely due to differences in either reporter

protein expression levels (the bacterial reporter is expressed

from a synthetic promoter on a plasmid whereas the phage re-

porter is part of a lysis transcript) or acid stability of the reporters

in the phagosome (Cranfill et al., 2016). As supporting evidence

that the bacteria within the phagosome have lysed, we also

observed a similar morphology change and phage reporter
Cell Systems 10, 254–264, March 25, 2020 255
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Figure 1. A Yeast Recombination Strategy Enables Rapid Construction and Testing of a Synthetic l Phage with a Lysis Reporter

(A) The yeast recombination workflow for multiplexing modifications to the l phage genome. Boxes in pink indicate workflow steps specifically modified from

Ando et al. (2015) for cloning lysogenic phage. (Ai) The l genomewas used as a PCR template in the genomic DNA configuration. (Aii) The PCRproducts and yeast

artificial chromosome (YAC) were transformed into yeast. (Aiii) Yeast colonies were screened for correct assembly by colony PCR (Figures S1A and S1B), and the

total genomic DNA (gDNA) was extracted. (Aiv) The gDNA was electroporated into non-lysogenic E. coli. (Av) The replicating phage DNA packaged into particles,

which (Avi) infected another non-lysogenic E. coli strain. (Avii) E. coli recombinant lysogens were isolated by kanamycin selection.

(B) The design of the lysis reporter. A synthetic RBS andmKate2 were inserted between orf-401 and orf-314, genes lowly expressed during lysis (Liu et al., 2013).

The pR0 promoter, active during late phage lysis, drives mKate2 expression.

(C) The experimental design for validating the lysis reporter of lmKate. MG1655 E. coli carrying the WT cI or cI857 lmutant were stimulated with either a DNA-

damaging antibiotic (NFX) or a heat shock, respectively. Lysogens were spotted onto an agar pad and imaged for 3–5 h post-stimulation at 37�C in the Phase and

mKate channels.

(D) Still images from the time course of l mKate (cI857) post-heat shock. The mKate channel shows activation of the late-lysis mKate2 reporter. White arrows

indicate cells that undergo activation of the mKate reporter followed by bacterial lysis. Scale bar, 10 mm.

(E) The average fraction of bacteria expressing the lysis reporter. For cI857, n = 3 independent experiments were analyzed from a total of four positions per strain

with a total of 2,451 cells for the heat-shock condition and 5,962 cells for untreated. For cI WT, the frequency was calculated for uninduced versus induced

bacteria with 50 ng/mL NFX for 30 min prior to imaging. n = 5 independent experiments were performed, and images were analyzed from a total of 14 frames.

11,942 cells for unstimulated and 12,365 for NFX. Shaded regions are ± 1 SEM. At the final time point, a significantly higher fraction of the NFX-stimulated cIWT E.

coli induced than the unstimulated (p = 0.033).

See also Figure S1; Videos S1, S2, and S3; Table S1.
disappearance in successful phage lysis events inside of macro-

phages with the heat-shocked mKate cI857 lysogen (Figures

S2A and S2B).

Subsequently, we wanted to compare the frequency of

prophage induction within macrophages with respect to fre-
256 Cell Systems 10, 254–264, March 25, 2020
quencies that had previously been measured outside of macro-

phages, for example, in vitro on agar pads. By estimating the

number of inducing bacteria per macrophage from the imaging

data (Figures S2C–S2G; STAR Methods: Bounds analysis for

bacterial prophage induction frequency inside macrophages),
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Figure 2. Monitoring of Prophage Induction with a Lysis Reporter Reveals More Frequent Prophage Induction in Bacteria Phagocytosed by

Macrophages and Increased Clearance of Phagocytosed Lysogenic Compared to Non-lysogenic Bacteria

(A) Engineered E. coli l mKate lysogens (WT cI) were infected at multiplicity of infection (MOI) 10 into RAW264.7 macrophages with H2B-miRFP670 nuclear

marker. Lysogens also contain a constitutive mCerulean3 plasmid as a bacterial cell marker. Prophage induction in phagocytosed bacteria was recorded every

hour for 21 h starting 3 h after infection.

(legend continued on next page)
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we approximated a range of prophage induction frequencies be-

tween 2.2 3 10�2 and 2.2 3 10�1 bacteria (Figure 2F). This cor-

responds to a mean frequency that is 26-fold more frequent than

unstimulated bacteria on an agar pad, and 11-foldmore frequent

than bacteria stimulated with NFX (Figures 2F and S2G). We

confirmed that neither the components of the DMEM media, a

secreted factor from the RAW264.7 cells in conditioned media,

nor the antibiotic gentamicin added to the media during infection

induces prophage induction significantly over basal levels (Fig-

ure S2H). These results suggest that the induction events are

not spontaneous but rather that an active trigger within the

macrophage intracellular environment promotes bacteriophage

induction.

Next, we considered how the frequency of prophage induction

observed in phagocytosed E. coli impacts macrophage ability to

kill bacteria. We infected RAW264.7 cells with either non-lyso-

genic or with l mKate lysogenic E. coli and tracked the fraction

of cells that were able to clear the bacteria. At every time point,

a higher fraction of the macrophages infected with non-lyso-

genic bacteria remained infected, as compared with the cells in-

fected with a lysogenic strain (Figure 2G), in particular during the

first 10 h. Both strains have nearly identical growth rates in vitro

(Figure S2I, p > 0.05), suggesting that the probable cause for bet-

ter clearance by macrophages is not a growth deficiency of the

lysogenic strain. To the contrary, it appears that bacterial pro-

phage carriage leads to different clearance outcomes for

macrophages.

PhoP Sensing of Phagosomal Stress Factors Is
Responsible for Prophage Induction inside Live
Macrophage Cells
For macrophages to utilize bacteriophages for bacterial killing,

we postulated that there must be a stress signal delivered to

the phagosomes and considered which E. coli stress response

pathways could sense phagosomal stress (Figure S4A). The ca-

nonical stress pathway for l induction in E. coli is the RecA-

dependent SOS response, which repairs DNA damage in

response to antibiotics and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and also

cleaves the l repressor, leading directly to induction (reviewed

in Nanda et al., 2015). Alternate prophage induction pathway
(B) An example macrophage with a phagocytosed bacterium that undergoes pro

miRFP670 (blue), bacterial marker mCerulean3 (light blue), and phage lysis mark

marker only. Scale bar, 10 mm.

(C) Time series trace from the cell in (B). In light blue ( ), the normalized tota

time. Fluorescence intensity under bacterial or phage masks was normalized to

(D) RAW264.7 cells were tracked for 18 h, starting 3 h after infection, and phage ly

induction lasting at least 3 h, the time point at which phage reporter signal was

independent experiments.

(E) Percentage of bacterial-infected macrophages with at least one bacterium e

individually. In black ( ), + Prophage indicates macrophages (n = 11,793 c

macrophages (n = 11,898 cells) infected with non-lysogen controls to validate ph

(F) Estimation of bounds on prophage induction frequency inside macrophages i

across all environmental contexts is defined as the number of phage-reporter-po

macrophage condition, the estimated best frequency of induction from Figure S2G

bounds estimated in STAR Methods. 3,751 macrophages were assessed acros

maximal frequency time point, T = 5.83 h, Figure 1E for the cI WT unstimulated a

(G) Macrophages infected with bacteria were tracked over time, and bacterial cle

the cell for at least 3 consecutive h. The fraction of total infected macrophages w

phage, 5,235 cells). Lines are averages ± 1 SEM from n = 4 independent experim

See also Figures S2 and S3; Video S4.
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candidates include the gene rcsA, which functions to counteract

AMPs, osmotic shock, and low pH-induced membrane damage

(Rozanov et al., 1998, reviewed in Majdalani and Gottesman,

2005), and PhoP, which helps E. coli adapt to low-magnesium

environments and resist acid stress and AMPs (Monsieurs

et al., 2005; Alteri et al., 2011)—although the environmental con-

ditions that stimulate induction through these pathways remain

uncharacterized. We assessed whether these pathways were

involved in inducing l mKate in E. coli in the phagosome by

lysogenizing the DrecA, DphoP, and DrcsA strains from the

Keio collection (Baba et al., 2006) with l mKate. We also tested

an additional strain deficient in GadB, a glutamate decarboxy-

lase enzyme that consumes H+ to help bacteria survive acidic

conditions but has no association with prophage induction

(Gut et al., 2006).

We compared each single-gene knockout mutant to the

BW25113 parent strain from the Keio collection, hereby referred

to as WT (Baba et al., 2006). RAW264.7 cells were infected with

either the lysogenicWTorDrecA,DphoP,DrcsA, orDgadB strains

and imaged for 18consecutiveh toassess the role thesepathways

play inprophage induction in vitrocell culture (Figure3A).We found

that WT E. coli experienced prophage induction in 6.3% of the

initial infected macrophage population by the end of the infection

(Figures3Bi and3Ci). TheDrecAmutant experiencedprophage in-

duction in 12.9% of all bacterial-infected RAW264.7 cells by 21 h

post-infection (Figure 3Ci), which was significantly higher than

WT. We also observed that the DgadB and DrcsA strains did not

significantly differ from WT levels of induction (Figures 3Bi and

3Ci). Of the tested E. coli strains, only DphoP displayed a strong

reduction in prophage induction in vitro cell culture, inducing in

only 1.43% of infected macrophages, �4.5-fold lower than WT

by 21 h post-infection (Figures 3Bi and 3Ci).

However, we also observed that the DphoP mutant has a

much reduced viability in macrophage cells due to its deficiency

in resisting acid stress and Mg2+ starvation: we observed that

only 10.8% of the initially infected RAW cells still maintained

DphoP lysogens at 21 h post-infection, whereas for WT, this

was 26% (no other mutant showed a significant difference in

clearance, see Figure S4B). To account for this difference, we

re-analyzed the data from Figures 3Bi and 3Ci, including only
phage induction and lysis. Upper panel is an overlay of nuclear marker H2B-

er mKate (red). Middle panel is bacterial marker only. Bottom panel is phage

l bacterial signal, and in red ( ), the normalized mean phage signal over

the lowest and highest intensity for each.

sis reporter signal was determined as in (C). For cells (n = 476) that had phage

at its maximum was plotted in a histogram for all cells analyzed across n = 3

xpressing the prophage induction reporter was measured at each time point,

ells) infected with lysogens, and in light gray ( ), �Prophage indicates

age reporter detection limit. Each curve is from an independent experiment.

s compared with frequency on an agar pad. The frequency of phage induction

sitive bacterial cells of the total bacterial cells imaged at a time point. For the

is the median, and the two whiskers are the theoretical best- and worse-case

s three independent experiments. The agar pad bars are re-plotted from the

nd NFX conditions (n = 5).

arance was determined from disappearance of a detected bacterial mask from

as plotted for the lysogen (+ Prophage, 5,742 cells) and non-lysogen (� Pro-

ents. * is above time points (p < 0.05) by Student’s two-sided t test.
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Figure 3. PhoP Sensing of Phagosomal Stress, and Not the Canonical RecA, Is Responsible for Prophage Induction inside Live Macro-

phage Cells

(A) Overview of experimental workflow to test prophage induction frequency of macrophage- phagocytosed E. coli stress-sensing mutants.

(B) Prophage induction comparison of phagocytosed E. coli knockouts versus WT inside macrophages. For image analysis details, see Figure S3 and STAR

Methods. The y axis is the cumulative fraction of infectedmacrophages that have at least one phage induction event throughout the time course. The fractions are

normalized by setting the values for 3 h post-infection to zero. Infected cells are considered to be those that track with bacteria consecutively for the (Bi) first 3 h of

the time lapse (equivalent to h 3–6 post-infection) or (Bii) first 15 h of infection (equivalent to h 3–18 post-infection), to control formacrophage populationswith slow

bacterial clearance. Each curve is the average of n= 4experiments forWT (n= 3,852 cells tracked total),DrecA (n = 3,086 cells tracked total),DgadB (n = 3,642 cells

tracked total), DphoP (n = 3,472 cells tracked total), and n = 3 experiments for DrcsA (n = 2,581 cells tracked total). The shaded regions are ± 1 SEM.

(Ci) The cumulative fraction from (Bi) at 21 h post-infection. WT versus DphoP: p = 0.0027; WT versus DrecA: p = 0.022; WT versus DrcsA: p = 0.16; WT versus

DgadB: p = 0.22. (Cii) The cumulative fraction from (Bii) at 21 h post-infection. WT versus DphoP: p = 0.043; WT versus DrecA: p = 0.033; WT versus DrcsA:

p = 0.56; WT versus DgadB: p = 0.22 (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.005, by Student’s two-sided t test).

See also Figures S3 and S4; Table S1B.
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Figure 4. Induced Phage Particles Produce a Secondary Infection in a Co-infecting Bacterium

(A) Experimental design to observe bacteriophage cross-infection inside macrophages. RAW264.7 H2B-miRFP670 cells were co-infected with two bacterial

strains at a total MOI of 30. E. coli lmKate lysogens (cI857) with constitutive mCerulean3 were heat shocked for 15 min at 42�C prior to co-infection. The second

strain was a recipient, non-lysogenic E. coli containing a constitutive mClover expression plasmid. The cells were imaged starting 1 h post-infection for 14 h

every 11 min.

(legend continued on next page)
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the macrophages in which the E. coli infection was maintained

for at least 15 h without clearance. In this analysis, DphoP still in-

duces significantly less than WT, 7.6% versus 16% of infected

macrophages by 21 h post-infection (Figures 3Bii and 3Cii).

These results confirm that the difference in prophage induction

between the WT and DphoP lysogenic strains cannot be ex-

plained by clearance alone.

In basal growth conditions, theDphoPmutant did not display a

significant defect in induction frequency from the WT (Fig-

ure S4C), so we identified a set of environmental factors

within phagosomes that also stimulate PhoP, which we then

cross-referenced to determine if they could also be sensed by

E. coli and lead to bacteriophage induction. This set included

acidic pH, depleted Mg2+ and AMPs, all previously implicated

in prophage induction in vitro in various species of phage (Fig-

ure S4A; Flannagan et al., 2009; Imamovic and Muniesa, 2012;

Nanda et al., 2015; Madera et al., 2009). In a low-pH medium

(see STAR Methods), the DphoP mutant was reduced >4-fold

in induction frequency as compared withWT, whereas theDrecA

E. coli lysogen was not significantly different (Figure S4D). When

grown in Mg2+-reduced medium, DphoP and DrecA both

induced at a significantly lower frequency than WT (Figure S4E).

Finally, we tested the AMP mCramp1, a homolog of the human

cathelicidin used to permeabilize the inner membrane of bacte-

ria, which is also amurinemacrophage-produced AMP known to

stimulate both RcsA and PhoP (Gallo et al, 1997; Farris et al.,

2010). Prophage induction in mCramp1-supplemented medium

was 10-fold lower in DphoP than in WT E. coli, 2-fold lower in

DrcsA, and roughly 1.5-fold higher in DrecA (Figure S4F). The

mCramp1 peptide enhanced induction over spontaneous fre-

quencies, as we observed a modest yet significant induction in-

crease with WT and DrecA lysogens yet no significant change

with stimulatedDrcsA- andDphoP-lysogens (Figure S4G). These

results indicate that PhoP, in a RecA-independent manner, is

required for mCramp1-mediated prophage induction and sug-

gest that a mammalian-produced AMP can induce dormant

prophage.

Induced Phage Particles in the Phagosome Produce a
Secondary Infection Capable of Lysing a Co-infecting
Bacterium
If activated prophages are capable of forming functional parti-

cles, we postulated that another mechanism of bactericidal ac-

tivity inside macrophages could be the propagation of infection

and lysis to other bacteria. We developed a two-strain, donor-
(B) An example cell with successful cross-infection. The top row is a composite o

mClover recipient (green), and the mKate phage reporter signals (red). The white o

bar, 2 mm. (Bi) The lysogen (donor) strain and non-lysogen (recipient) strain co-infe

(Biv) More donors lyse while recipients replicate. (Bv) Phage infects and replica

recipients. (Bvii) The recipients lyse from phage infection.

(C) The maximummKate, mCerulean3, and mClover intensities measured over tim

maximal intensity. Black stars indicate time points shown in (B).

(D) For n = 22 single-cell examples with cross-infection across three experimen

induction by donor bacteria, and peak 2 denotes the time of the maximal phage

(E) For the 22 single cells exhibiting cross-infection, the residual mCerulean3 don

time of phage peak 2 (see Figure 4B, column vi: mCerulean intensity under mClo

with both the donor and recipient strains that did not undergo cross-infection, wh

mCerulean3 strain signal was measured across the whole cell at the time of pha

See also Figure S4; Video S5.
and-recipient infection strategy to examine whether a secondary

infection could occur in the phagosome environment (Figure 4A).

The phage donor strain of E. coli, labeled with mCerulean3, also

harbored a temperature-sensitive lmKate (cI857) lysogenic pro-

phage, whereas the recipient strain, labeled with mClover, was a

non-lysogen.We chose the cI857mutant for the donor lysogen in

the co-infection experiments to maximize the conditions for

observing a secondary infection: in a control population infected

with the lmKate (cI857) lysogen, at maximum,�55%of infected

RAW264.7 macrophages contained lysogens that were inducing

by 3 h post-infection (Figure S4I). Incidentally, this timing is

similar to when the maximal fraction of heat-shocked cI857

lysogens activates in vitro (Figure 1E), suggesting that when in-

duction begins just before macrophage infection, the kinetics

of phage induction are not slowed down.

Using live-cell imaging, we were able to identify and track the

44% of macrophages that were infected with both a donor and a

recipient (Figure S4J). In this population, we identified ‘‘cross-

infection events’’ in which the donor strain in a given macro-

phage induced expression of phage genes and lysed—and

then, at a later time point, a recipient bacterium in close proximity

also expressed phage genes and lysed (Figure 4B; see also

Video S5). We observed these cross-infection events in �0.7%

of dually infected cells (n = 22 events out of 3,153 dual-infected

cells analyzed). After quantifying the fluorescence during each

cross-infection event (Figure 4C), we identified a characteristic

3 h time window between the peak of donor phage induction

(peak 1) and recipient phage infection (peak 2) (Figure 4D).

We confirmed that the cross-infection event happened only af-

ter recipient bacteria were engulfed by macrophages, and donor

lysis had occurred. The bacteriophage lysis reporter only peaked

in expression inside the recipient strain after full clearance of the

donor bacterium, as shown in the lack of mCerulean signal at

6.7 h post-infection when the phage reporter peaks within the

non-lysogenic cells (Figure 4C). Across all examples, the

mCerulean signal level during peak 2 was close to zero (Fig-

ure 4E). At random, 22 control cells were chosen where macro-

phages were co-infected with both strains, but cross-infection

did not occur. In these cells, during the last peak of phage induc-

tion, typically late activation of a lysogen, there was still more

than 50% of mCerulean signal left on average (Figure 4E). As a

further control, we screened a manually curated set of 614 mac-

rophages that phagocytosed only the recipient bacterium during

the dual infection (lower right quadrant in Figure S4J). All recip-

ient-only-infected macrophages were negative for phage
f the miRFP670 nuclear marker (blue), the mCerulean3 lysogen (light blue), the

utline shows regions of the image with detectable phage reporter signal. Scale

ct the same macrophage. (Bii) The donor induces prophage. (Biii) Donors lyse.

tes in recipients. (Bvi) Donors are cleared, and phage replication continues in

e for the bacterial masks associated with the cell in (B), normalized to highest

ts, the phage reporter was traced. Peak 1 denotes the time of the last phage

replication in the recipient strain.

or signal under the bacterial mask of the recipient strain was measured at the

ver bacterial mask at maximal mKate signal). As a control, for 22 cells infected

ere the mCerulean3 donor strain had more than one phage reporter peak, the

ge peak 2.
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reporter signal above the threshold throughout the entire time

course—indicating that no infection of the recipient strain

occurred prior to phagocytosis. These results demonstrate that

functional phages are produced while bacteria are in an intracel-

lular compartment—leading to propagation of secondary

infection.

DISCUSSION

In this work, we demonstrate that a macrophage cell line trig-

gers the induction of functional l prophages from E. coli lyso-

gens, using live-cell imaging and an approach to engineering

whole lysogenic phage chromosomes. We identified that func-

tional l prophage induction leads to multiple mechanisms of

bacterial clearance by the macrophage: bacterial cell death

by phage lysis (Figures 2 and 3), and bacterial cell death by in-

fecting phage produced by a neighboring induced bacterium

(Figure 4). Our work emphasizes the need to study the mech-

anism of phage induction in physiologically relevant environ-

ments. For example, long-standing literature has postulated

that the inducer of prophages during bacterial infection of

mice is H2O2, a by-product of phagosomal enzymes and a

known activator of the RecA-mediated SOS response (Fig-

ueroa-Bossi and Bossi, 1999). Our observations in live macro-

phage cells suggest the opposite—that DNA damage and

RecA are not the main inducers of phage—as indicated by a

higher induction frequency in the DrecA mutant. That RecA

is not the main trigger of induction inside phagosomes is

consistent with the discrepancy between H2O2 concentrations

used in in vitro studies versus estimated in the phagosome

(>250 mM versus 1–4 mM, Goerlich et al., 1989; Slauch,

2011). Instead, we identified that native components of the

murine phagosomal environment, such as mCramp1, can

stimulate prophage induction through PhoP, suggesting that

these interactions may occur in other cell types with cathelici-

din-derived AMPs.

Our results demonstrate that the temperate, non-pathogenic

bacteriophage l may synergize with the innate immune system.

Others have shown that E. coli lytic phages adhere to mucus to

protect the gut epithelium and that Clostridium difficile phages

kill the pathogen more effectively in combination with epithelial

cells than in pure culture (Barr et al., 2013; Shan et al., 2018).

Furthermore, computational modeling has demonstrated that

immune-phage synergy is critical for the efficacy of bacterio-

phage therapy against Pseudomonas aeruginosa infection

(Roach et al., 2017). In contrast, certain bacteriophages were

shown to enhance the ability of P. aeruginosa to evade innate

dendritic cells (Sweere et al., 2019). Thus, we anticipate that

each phage-bacterium pairing has different interactions and

consequences—and that these interactions also vary across

various mammalian cell types, within the context of the entire

host organism.

Similarly, our finding that the PhoP-mediated pathway is bene-

ficial for prophage induction, rather than harmful (Alteri et al.,

2011), may depend on the bacterial strain, or more particularly,

its pathogenicity. Given that pathogenic E. coli and

L. monocytogenes both express virulence genes from pro-

phages without forming functional phage particles (demon-

strated when bacteria are in a mouse or phagosome,
262 Cell Systems 10, 254–264, March 25, 2020
respectively), perhaps pathogenic bacteria selectively induce

prophage geneswithout allowing the full phage life cycle to prog-

ress (Balasubramanian et al., 2019; Rabinovich et al., 2012). One

might expect the starvation-sensing and phage-inducing effects

of PhoP to be decoupled in such strains. Further investigation of

the specific signaling downstream of PhoP that connects to pro-

phage induction in both pathogens and non-pathogens is

needed.

High-throughput imaging allowed us to witness rare events,

such as bacteriophage cross-infection inside living macro-

phages. Previous reports indirectly suggested the possibility of

cross-infection, as RAW264.7 cells co-infected with a pathogen,

Mycobacterium tuberculosis, and a non-pathogenic strain car-

rying an active phage infection, cleared more M. tuberculosis

than when infected with M. tuberculosis alone (Broxmeyer

et al., 2002); high-throughput fluorescence microscopy enabled

us to demonstrate this phenomenon in real time. Furthermore,

the low frequency of phage transfers inside the phagosome we

observed may be underestimated, due to the re-infection defect

of lmKate and may also be due to physical containment of bac-

teria in separate phagosomes. A higher-resolution picture of

phagosome biology will help elucidate the limitations of phage

transfer inside macrophages.

We anticipate that bacteriophage transfer in the phagosome

may alter macrophage function either during the course of an

active bacterial infection or interaction with commensal bacte-

ria. For example, the human colon contains more than 1013

bacterial cells (Sender et al., 2016), more than half of which

are lysogenic (Kim and Bae, 2018) and have the potential to

interact with greater than 107 intestinal macrophages (�105 in

mouse colon adjusted to volume of human colon; Denning

et al., 2011). Phage particles produced in the phagosome

have the potential to reach other compartments of the cell—

the stability and likelihood of which may rely on proteases in

the lysosome and cytosol (Volcy and Dewhurst, 2009). Endoso-

mal phage particles have been demonstrated to stimulate TLR9

leading to anti-viral cytokine upregulation in dendritic cells (Go-

gokhia et al., 2019). Beyond immune stimulation, intracellular

particles can enter the nucleus and function inside mammalian

cells, as demonstrated by native phage RNA transcription

(Sweere et al., 2019; Merril et al., 1971) and the finding of eu-

karyotic DNA sequences packaged in natural phage genomes

(Bordenstein and Bordenstein, 2016). We predict within the

context of bacterial-delivered phages that any of these events

are likely to occur in vivo as we observed prophage induction

in up to 20% of E. coli-infected macrophages. More mecha-

nistic characterization of induction inside immune cells,

together with the lysogenic phage engineering approach

described here, will allow for a better understanding of the

broader role phages play in the microbiome and in human

health.
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Plates with Coverglass Base

Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#164588

AeraSeal� film Sigma-Aldrich Cat#A9224

FalconTM Polystyrene Microplates Fisher Scientific Cat#08-772-1B

FisherbrandTM Electroporation Cuvettes Plus Fisher Scientific Cat# FB101

Thermo ScientificTM NuncTM Lab-TekTM

Chambered Coverglass

Fisher Scientific Cat#12-565-472

CELLSTAR� Tissue Culture Plates, Greiner Bio-One VWR Cat#655161
LEAD CONTACT AND MATERIALS AVAILABILITY

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Markus

Covert (mcovert@stanford.edu). All plasmids generated in this study will be available on Addgene (https://www.addgene.org/

Markus_Covert/) and all other unique/stable reagents will be available by request from the Lead Contact with a completed Materials

Transfer Agreement.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Mammalian Cell Lines and Cell Culture
The RAW264.7-H2B-miRFP (male) cells were cultured in DMEM (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 11965-118) with 10% FBS (Omega Sci-

entific), 2 mM L-Glutamine (Life Technologies), and 1X Penicillin/Streptomycin (Life Technologies) at 37�C, 5%CO2. These cells were

derived from RAW264.7 (RRID:CVCL_0493) cells from ATCC.

Lentivirus was generated using 293FT (female) cells fromThermo Fisher Scientific. Theseweremaintained in DMEMsupplemented

with 10% FBS (Omega Scientific), 2 mM L-Glutamine (Life Technologies), and 1X Penicillin/Streptomycin (Life Technologies), 1%

MEM Non-Essential Amino Acids (Sigma) and 1 mM Sodium Pyruvate (Sigma) at 37�C, 5% CO2.

The RAW264.7 cells were infected with lentivirus expressing H2B-miRFP670, along with a hygromycin resistance marker, grown

under 250 mg/mL hygromycin selection and further sorted. The lentivirus generated fromplasmid PE022was constructed based off of

Addgene plasmid, pmiRFP670-N1. This was a gift from Vladislav Verkhusha (Addgene plasmid # 79987) (Shcherbakova et al., 2016).

No cell lines were authenticated.

For live-cell imaging, cells were maintained in imaging media (IM) (Fluorobrite + 10 mM HEPES pH=7.0 (Sigma) + 1% FBS + 2 mM

L-glutamine).

Bacterial Cell Lines and Culture
Unless indicated otherwise, all E. coli cell lines (BW25113, MG1655 and LE392) were grown with aeration in Miller’s LB Broth (RPI) at

37�C.M9minimal medium (1xM9 salts (BD), 2 mMMgSO4 (Sigma Aldrich), 100 mMCaCl2 (EMD)) supplemented with 22 mM glucose

(Sigma) was used to create the agar pads to minimize auto-fluorescence. For media comparison experiments in Figure S4, deriva-

tives of MgM-MES (Yu et al., 2004) (pH = 5.8, Mg2+ = 8 mM) and M–MES (pH = 7.0, Mg2+ = 40 mM) were also used. The base M-MES

medium contained: 170 mM MES (2-[N-morpholino] ethane-sulphonic acid at pH = 5.0, Sigma Aldrich), 5 mM KCl (Sigma), 7.5 mM

(NH4)2SO4 (Sigma), 0.5 mMK2SO4 (Sigma Aldrich), 1 mMKH2PO4 (Fisher RPI), 2 mMGlucose (Sigma, G8270), 0.1% casamino acids

(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Mg2+ was supplemented as MgCl2 (Fisher). MgM-MES and M-MES media compositions were motivated

by conditions estimated inside cells. The pH is estimated to be 5.3 in humanmonocyte phagolysosomes, andMg2+ is estimated to be

between 10-50 mM in bacterial vacuoles in epithelial cells (Bassøe and Bjerknes, 1985; Garcia-del Portillo et al., 1992).

For the mCramp1 peptide stimulation experiments, E-LB (LB + 11-mM glucose + 10 mM Mg2+) was used for exponential phase

growth. We chose to test the peptide in E-LB to isolate the influence of mCramp1 on outer membrane stability without any additional

limitations of LB medium. Mg2+ stabilizes lipopolysaccharides (LPS) in the cell wall of bacteria at millimolar concentrations, so we

supplemented the E-LBmediumwith highMg2+ (Reviewed in Nikaido, 2003).We also supplemented themediumwith glucose, which

represses the expression of LamB, the l receptor, such that phages cannot re-infect the same bacterial population, leading to re-

porter activation not involved with prophage induction (Chapon, 1982). For the growth curves with phage infection, Nutrient Broth

(NB) media was used (Sigma).
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Unless indicated otherwise, antibiotics were applied at: 100 mg/mL carbenicillin (Fisher), 50 mg/mL kanamycin (Fisher), 20 mg/mL

chloramphenicol (Sigma-Aldrich), 10 mg/mL gentamicin (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Inducers were applied at the following

concentrations:

norfloxacin (50 ng/mL, Sigma-Aldrich), mitomycin C (1 mg/mL, Sigma-Aldrich), mCramp1 (2 mM, Anaspec). For comparison, 1 mM is

the minimum inhibitory concentration of mCramp1 in E. coli (Gallo et al., 1997). Furthermore, mCramp1 was synthesized fresh for

each experiment due to instability of the peptide.

Bacteriophage Stocks and Propagation Culture
All bacteriophage l stocks were stored long-term in the dark, at 4�C in SM media (100 mM NaCl (Fisher Scientific), 8 mM

MgSO4*7H20 (Sigma-Aldrich), 50 mM Tris pH=7.5 (Life Technologies)) + 0.01% w/v gelatin from porcine skin, Type A (Sigma).

For plaque assays, E. coli were grown in TB medium: 10 g/L Bacto tryptone (Fisher Scientific), 5 g/L NaCl (Fisher Scientific). Prop-

agation plates for phage lysis were created as follows: 1.2% Bacto Agar (Thermo Fisher Scientific, DF0140), 0.3% Glucose, 2 mM

MgSO4 (Sigma Aldrich), 0.075mMCaCl2 (EMD), 0.004mMFeCl3 (Sigma Aldrich), 0.01mg/L Thiamine Hydrochloride (Sigma Aldrich).

Yeast Stocks and Culture
S. cerevisiae BY4741 yeast were maintained in YPD broth (Fisher (RPI)) or in SD-LEU medium (Minimal SD Base (Clontech) + (-His/-

Leu/-Ura DO Supplement, Clontech) + 20 mg/mL L-Histidine (Sigma) + 20 mg/mL Uracil (Sigma)) after transformation at 30�C,
5% CO2.

METHOD DETAILS

Generation of Recombinant Bacteriophages
The l mKate phage was designed as described in (Figures 1A, 1B, and S1A; Table S1A) and assembled as seven fragments along

with a Yeast Artificial Chromosome (YAC). The first design choice was which orientation of the genome to engineer: the packaged-in-

particles form or the lysogenic, integrated-into-the-genome form. Since the entire phage genome is inserted into a YAC, we were

unsure whether the particle form genomewould excise from the YAC and package properly. Thus, we chose the genomic DNA orien-

tation (Figure 1Ai) such that the phage can excise from the YAC and produce particles, just as it would from a bacterial chromosome

(See Figure 1Aiv). All engineered phages also contained a Dbor::kan, allowing for selection of kanamycin resistant lysogens after en-

gineering (Figure 1Avii), since the YAC-phage construct lacks a bacterial origin of replication and cannot replicate in E. coli, validating

the lytic and lysogenic functionality of the phage in one step.

All fragments were amplified by PCR using Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (NEB) using the primer sets indicated in Table

S1B. Fragment 5 also contained a mammalian cassette PGK promoter-mClover-2A-puroR-bghTerm in place of ea31 and ea59 that

we had intended to use for downstream selection of mammalian cells with phage DNA. We validated that these lysogens do not ex-

press the mClover while on the agar pad or once inside the phagosome. The genomic DNA used as template for fragments was pu-

rified from BW25113 E. coli lysogenized for various l variants including the WT and l-Dbor::kan (a gift from the lab of Lanying Zeng)

using DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit (Qiagen). The YAC fragment was treated with DpnI (NEB) overnight to reduce background. All

PCRs were purified with QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen) prior to transformation and eluted in 15 mL H2O to concentrate as

highly as possible.

Next, the inserts were transformed into yeast. S. cerevisiae BY4741 was grown in 3 mL YPD at 30�C for 16 hours. Overnight cul-

tures were diluted 1:10 into 30 mL of YPD and incubated at 30�C for 4 hours. Cells were centrifuged at 1000g, washed with 25 mL

water and then with 1 mL of 100 mM lithium acetate (LiAc) (Sigma-Aldrich) and suspended in 240 mL of 100 mM LiAc. After resus-

pension in LiAc, competent cells were promptly used for transformation and not stored. All PCR products (as close as possible to

1 mg per fragment and 300 ng of YAC) were mixed in a tube up to 50 mL total, including added H2O. The products were mixed

with a transformation mixture (50 mL yeast competent cell, 240 mL 50% PEG3350 (Sigma-Aldrich), 36 mL 1 M LiAc, 25 mL

2 mg/mL salmon sperm DNA, which was boiled for 5 minutes (Invitrogen)). The mixture was vortexed well and then incubated at

30�C for 30 minutes in a rotating nutator, then at 42�C for 45 minutes, centrifuged at 8000g for 30 s, and suspended in 200 mL water.

Transformants were selected on SD-LEU plates at 30�C for 3-5 days.

Transformants were screened for proper assembly (See Figures S1A and S1B). Yeast colonies were picked (usually 8 colonies) and

resuspended in 30 mL of H2O. 20 mL of colony suspensions (the rest saved for liquid growth) were mixed with 100 mL of 20 mMNaOH

(Sigma) and were heated at 95�C for 10 minutes, vortexed and centrifuged at 8000g for 1 minute. 1 mL of lysate was used as template

in a colony PCR reaction with each of the junction check primers as referenced in Table S1B using GoTaq Green Mastermix (Prom-

ega). For colonies that correctly contained all 7 junctions, 10 mL of suspension was inoculated in 20 mL of SD-LEU liquid medium and

cultures were grown at 30�C for 3-5 days (until OD600�1.0 was reached). Yeast genomic DNA was extracted from a volume of cells

containing OD600=10 equivalent from the liquid cultures using the YeaStarTM Genomic DNA Kit (Zymo Research) using Protocol I.

PCR reactions for all junctions were performed once more with the 7 junction primer sets from Table S1B as in the initial screening to

make sure that unwanted recombination did not occur during growth.

To isolate functional, recombinant phage particles, we took the approach to first generate and select lysogens. The extracted, vali-

dated yeast gDNA (2.5 mL) was electroporated into 25 mL of E. coliMegaX DH10B T1R ElectrocompCells (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in

a 1-mm gap electroporation cuvette (Fisher) at 2000 V, 25 mF, and 200 U using a Gene Pulser Xcell Microbial System (Bio-Rad). Cells
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were mixed with 1 mL of Recovery Medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and recovered at 37�C for 3 hours and plated onto LB agar

plates supplemented with kanamycin, to select for the kanamycin resistance in the phage, and grown for 16 hours at 37�C. The for-

mation of kanamycin resistant lysogens suggests that the phage was able to excise from the YAC-phage construct, form particles

and infect and lysogenize untransformed E. coli. Several colonies were picked per lysogen, suspended in H2O and used as template

in a colony PCR reaction with primers across the attR site (Table S1B) to validate that the attR site formed as a result of phage inte-

gration. A PCR reaction using the insert 6 primers was also performed across themKate cassette, purified and sequenced to confirm

there was no cross-contamination with WT l to form the lysogens.

Recombinant lmKate phage particles produced by the DH10B lysogens were isolated by detecting spontaneous induction when

mixed with a susceptible indicator strain. Specifically, a plaque assay was performed with a mixture of the lysogen strain and plating

cells, a phage-susceptible MG1655/pUC19 strain (for carbenicillin (Carb) resistance). Plating cells grown for 16 hours in LB at 37�C
were diluted 100-fold into 20 mL TB + 0.2% maltose (EMD Chemicals) and cultured at 37�C until OD600=0.4. The cells were incu-

bated on ice for 15 minutes, centrifuged at 3000g for 10minutes at 4�C and resuspended in cold TB + 10mMMgSO4 (Sigma Aldrich)

to final OD600=2.0. The lysogens were grown for 16 hours in 3 mL LB + kanamycin and diluted 1:100 in E-LB and grown at 37�C until

mid-exponential phase. The glucose should repress the LamB receptor for phage and prevent re-uptake of spontaneously produced

particles, and Mg2+ functions to stabilize the phage particles produced (Chapon, 1982). 100 mL of plating cells and 100 mL of lysogen

culture were mixed along with 3 mL of TB soft (0.7%) agar and plated onto TB Carb plates. The Carb allows a lawn of only the plating

cells to grow, and any spontaneously produced particles should propagate as plaques. Several ‘cloudy’ plaques were picked and

stored in 100 mL of SM+gelatin buffer. Once more, the phage was validated for presence of the mKate by PCR.

Next, phage particles were propagated by plate lysis to increase titer for lysogen creation. Briefly, MG1655/pUC19, the propaga-

tion host, from overnight culture in LB was diluted 100-fold into 20 mL TB and cultured until OD=0.4 at 37�C. The resuspended pla-

ques were mixed with 1 mL of propagation host, incubated at 4�C for 15 minutes, and 350 mL of mixture was mixed with 3 mL of soft

TB (0.7%) agar and plated onto propagation plates. Plates were incubated at 37�Cwithout inversion until plaques covered the whole

plate, typically < 5 hours. Phages were concentrated and harvested by elution method. Briefly, 5 mL of SM buffer was added to each

plate and incubated for 2 hours on a shaking platform. The 5 mL of buffer was re-collected from the plate, and then, 1 mL of fresh SM

was added back to the plate for 15 minutes at 4�C. The second SM harvest was combined with the first, mixed with 100 mL of Chlo-

roform (Sigma Aldrich) and incubated at 24�C for 10 minutes. Lysates were centrifuged at 4000g at 4�C for 10 minutes. Titers

were �1011 pfu/mL as determined by plaque assay with susceptible MG1655 host in serial dilutions onto TB soft agar.

The phage lysate was used to create lysogenswith all relevant strains (MG1655, BW25113 andKeio derivatives and LE392). For the

l mKate (cI857), the genetic background had a Sam7 mutation, so we propagated this strain in an amber suppressor E. coli host –

LE392. Parent strains were grown overnight in LB supplemented with the appropriate antibiotic and diluted 100-fold into fresh TB

supplemented with 0.2% maltose and grown until early stationary phase, roughly 5 hours. The cells were centrifuged at 8000g for

1 minute at 24�C and were resuspended in 1 mL of 10 mM MgSO4 to starve them and were then incubated for 1 hour at 30�C.
50 mL of cells were mixed with 50-mL phage at Multiplicity of Infection (MOI) 0.01 and incubated at 4�C for 30 minutes. The mixture

of cells and phage was mixed with 900 mL of pre-warmed LB + 10 mMMgSO4 and incubated for 45 minutes at 30�C. 100 mL of this

mixturewas plated onto LB+ kanamycin plates to select for kanamycin resistant phage lysogens. All lysogens createdwere validated

additionally with primers across the attR site.

Generation of Keio-derivative Strains
Specific E. coli BW25113 derivative strains, DphoP, DgadB, DrecA and DrcsA from the Keio collection of single gene knockouts

(Baba et al., 2006), were used to create the lysogens used in knockout comparison experiments in Figures 3 and S4. Because l

mKate contains a kanamycin resistance marker, it was imperative to remove the kanamycin resistance marker from the Keio strains.

To remove the kanamycin cassette, Keio strains weremade electrocompetent. Briefly, overnight cultures grown in LBwere diluted

1:100 into a low-salt LB (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 12780052) and grown to mid-exponential phase, centrifuged for 10 minutes at

7000g, washed in ice cold ddH20 and concentrated 4-fold. Competent cells were electroporated (as previously) with pCP20, which

encodes for the recombinase flippase (FLP), grown at 30�C for 1 hour, and plated on LBCarb plates and incubated at 30�Covernight.

The following day, single colonies were picked, inoculated in LB, and grown overnight at 42�C to induce recombination and loss of the

temperature sensitive pCP20 plasmid. 50 mL of a 104 dilution were plated on an antibiotic-free LB plate and incubated overnight at

30�C. Several colonies were picked and were replica streaked onto LB, LB Carb and LB Kan plates. Kanamycin and LB plates were

incubated overnight at 37�C, while carbenicillin plates were incubated at 30�C. Finally, colonies that grew only on LB and were sen-

sitive for kanamycin and carbenicillin were grown up in 3mL LB at 37�C. These colonies were validated for the kanamycin removal by

PCR reactions across the deleted gene and size was compared to original Keio strains and WT BW25113 (See Table S1B for vali-

dation primer sets). We also validated specifically the lack of functionality of theDrecAmutant by treating lysogens with the prophage

inducer, mitomycin C, and observed a 1.5-fold increase in phage induction frequency with WT but a slight decrease with DrecA

(Figure S4H).
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Growth Curves
For all growth curve experiments, 96-well polystyrene plates (VWR, 655161) were used and sealed with a Excel Scientific SealPlate�
that was custom laser cut to include small holes in everywell. Technical triplicates of each strain were grown andwere averaged in the

final analysis. Plates were grown on a Biotek Epoch 2Microplate Reader at 37�C, and OD600 reading was taken every 10minutes for

24 hours, with linear and orbital shaking between the time points.

For lmKate infectivity comparison, we used the previously described protocol from Maynard et al., 2010 (See Figure S1G). Over-

night bacterial cultures of BW25113were grown in 2mL of NB at 37�C for 16 hours andwere back-diluted the followingmorning 1:100

(roughly to OD600 = 0.02) in 2 mL fresh NBmedium. The cultures were grown for 3 hours (roughly until OD600 = 0.4) and were diluted

to OD600=0.1 in NB. In 200 mL final volume in polysterene plates, 15 mL of OD600=0.1 E. coli were grown with 15 uL of phage l var-

iants (104 plaque forming units (PFU)/mL), for a final MOI of 2x10-4. In Python, growth curves were plotted, and lysis timing was ex-

tracted from the time of peak OD within the first 8 hours of growth. Re-lysogenization time was extracted from the time point where

the first derivative of growth (OD600) went above 0, for more than 3 consecutive time points.

For the lysogen and non-lysogen growth comparison (See Figure S2I), overnight bacterial cultures were grown in LB in appropriate

antibiotics at 37�C for 16 hours and were back-diluted the following morning to OD600 = 0.02 in fresh medium. Cultures were grown

until OD600 = 0.2 and back-diluted into polystyrene plates to OD600 = 0.02 in 200 mL of LB. The growth curves were analyzed in

Python, and the growth rate was measured from the slope of [ln(OD600) / hour] from a linear regression across time points 2.865

to 5 hours during mid-exponential phase growth.

Time-Lapse Microscopy – Macrophage Infection
One day prior to imaging, RAW264.7-H2B-miRFP670 cells were seeded at 1.5 x 104 cells/well on a 2 mg/mL fibronectin-coated

(Sigma, F0895) 96-well glass imaging plate (Fisher Scientific, 164588) in DMEMwith 10%FBS and 2mML-glutamine. For all infection

experiments, E. coli from overnight LB cultures, supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics, were back-diluted into fresh LB and

grown to mid-exponential phase (OD600=0.4). All E. coli strains were grown at 37�C, except the cI857 lysogen, which was grown at

30�C. For experiments using cI857, E. coli were heat shocked at 42�C for 15 minutes prior to infection. Bacteria were washed with

PBS and resuspended at the appropriate concentration to achieve MOI 10 for the live-cell experiments, and at MOI 30 for the cross-

infection experiments.

For cross-infection experiments, the temperature sensitive cI857 lysogen was used to maximize the chances of observing the rare

event. In contrast, the l mKate (cI WT) lysogen, which induces once intracellular, reaches a maximum of �20% of infected macro-

phages containing inducing lysogens by 21 hours (Figure 2E), whereas the cI857 lysogen reaches a maximum of 55% of infected

macrophages by 3 hours post-infection (Figure S4I).

RAW264.7 cells were infected with 5 mL of a single bacterial strain or 5 mL of a 1:1 mixture of recipient/donor strains for the cross-

infection. Plates were centrifuged at 200g, 34�C for 15 minutes, and incubated at 37�C for 1 hour for live-cell experiments and 30 mi-

nutes for cross-infection. Note for the cross-infection experiments, the incubation time was optimized to be shorter to avoid missing

the induction time window for the cI857 lysogen. Cells were then washed two-three times with IM supplemented with 10 mg/mL

gentamicin (Thermo-Fisher, 10687), and finally 100 mL IM/Gentamicin were added to each well. The plates were sealed with an

AeraSeal, and the cells were immediately imaged.

A Nikon Eclipse Ti fluorescence microscope, encased in an environmental chamber maintained at 37�C along with 5% CO2 was

used for live-cell microscopy. The microscope was controlled by Micromanager. Images were taken at 1 hour intervals with a

20x/0.75 numerical aperture objective with 2x2 binning for single strain infections or at 11 minute intervals with 40x/0.95 numerical

aperture objective + 1.5x tube lens and 2x2 binning for the cross-infection. All images were acquired on an Andor Neo 5.5 sCMOS

camera. To avoid toxicity due to imaging of the mCerulean3, we also used a Neutral Density Filter (ND)-60 setting to dampen the

intensity of light so that we could achieve 11 minute interval imaging.

Agar Pad Microscopy
For all time-course agar pad experiments, 1 mL of each strain concentrated to OD600=0.2 was spotted onto individual M9 glucose,

1% agarose (Low-EEO/Multi-Purpose/Molecular Biology Grade, Fisher Scientific) agar pads. At least 2 images/pad were taken at

every 10 minute intervals. For single time-point agar pad experiments, E. coli were spotted at OD600=0.4. Pads were prepared ac-

cording to Skinner et al., 2013. Pads were transferred to Labtek Chambered Coverglass (1 well, Fisher Scientific) and were imaged at

40x/0.95 numerical aperture objective + 1.5x tube lens with 2x2 binning, at 37�C.

Plaque Assay in Conditioned Media
One day before infection, RAW264.7 cells were seeded at 106 cells/well into 2 mL DMEM in 6-well plates and allowed to settle over-

night at 37�C.MG1655mCerulean3 non-lysogen was grown overnight in 3mL LB at 37�C. The next day, the culture was back-diluted

into 3 mL LB and grown to exponential phase (OD600=0.4). 1 mL of culture was centrifuged at 10000g, 24�C for 2 minutes, washed

once with PBS (Life Technologies, 10010049), and resuspended in the appropriate volume of PBS to achieve MOI 10.

Prior to infection, RAW264.7 cells were washed twice with imaging medium, IM, and suspended in 2 mL fresh IM. 100 mL bacteria

were applied to the cells. Plates were centrifuged at 200g, 34�C for 15minutes and incubated at 37�C for 1 hour. Somewells were left

uninfected in IM, some wells were left uninfected in IM with gentamicin and finally, some were infected with non-lysogen in

gentamicin containing IM. Cells were washed twice with IM with gentamicin and incubated at 37�C for 16 hours. The following
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day conditioned media from each treatment was collected, filter sterilized and utilized as growth medium for spontaneous induction

plaque assays.

MG1655 lmKate lysogens were grown overnight in 3 mL LB at 37�C the night before conditioned media was collected. The next

day, the strain was diluted and grown tomid-exponential phase in 3mL E-LB. E. coliwerewashedwith PBS and resuspended in 3mL

of different conditioned and non-conditioned medias: LB, LB + gentamicin, IM, IM + gentamicin, IM from uninfected cells, IM from

uninfected cells grown with gentamicin and finally IM from non-lysogen infected cells (See Figure S2H). Cultures were grown for 1.5

hours at 37�C in the various medias. 100-mL cells were combined with 100 mL MG1655/pUC19 plating cells and mixed with 3 mL TB

soft (0.7%) agar. The cell/agar mixture was plated on TB carb plates and incubated overnight at 30�C. The Colony Forming Units

(CFU) were estimated from OD600 in the different media conditions, grown for 1.5 hours, assuming OD600=2.0 is 109 cells/mL.

Following 16 hours incubation, the number of plaque forming units (PFU) was determined to quantify the PFU/CFU ratio.

Image Processing – Segmentation and Tracking
All live-cell imaging data was analyzed using CellTK in Python (Kudo et al., 2018, https://github.com/CovertLab/CellTK). All fluores-

cent channels were background subtracted (Figure S3A) and the outer edges (�40%of the image) were cropped out to avoid uneven

illumination around the edges of the frames due to imperfect background subtraction. Nuclear images, labeled with H2B-miRFP670,

were segmented by constant thresholding of the Laplacian of Gaussian of the image followed by an adaptation of the multisnakes

algorithm to round out the nuclei. Tracking of cells throughout the time coursewas done by using the linear assignment problem (LAP)

along with watershed separation and the nearest neighbor algorithm for cells that were not detected primarily by LAP. We chose to

use 1-hour time points so that we could imagemany different strains and growth conditions at once in one 96-well plate with at least 3

wells per strain. Furthermore, we are able to retain�20%of the total cells post-tracking and filtering, which across 9 fields of view per

condition per experiment yield�500+ cells. After nuclei were tracked, masks of the cytoplasm were generated by using a probability

map generated by CellUNet (https://github.com/CovertLab/cellunet). Briefly, we used a U-Net based deep learning architecture

(Ronneberger et al., 2015), derived from Anne Carpenter (https://github.com/carpenterlab/unet4nuclei) and from DeepCell (Van Va-

len et al., 2016) to train amodel of the cytoplasm from several labeled DIC images of thousands ofmacrophages, by using the train.py

script with the following settings: steps – 500, epochs – 50, batches – 20, weights for loss function (1,5,1). We used this model to

generate a probability map for the cytoplasm for each DIC image. Then, we iteratively extended the nuclear mask into a cytoplasm

mask for each cell using the probability mask and the propagate multisnakes algorithm. We next used the cytoplasm mask to detect

bacteria associated with each cell. Briefly, the bacterial channel images were preprocessed with a background subtraction wavelet

method and segmented with a high-pass filter and associated with the closest cytoplasm within 25 pixels (adapted from Lane et al.,

2019). Bacteria overlapping multiple cytoplasms were distributed to the cytoplasms overlapping the most bacterial pixels. We also

associated a phage-positive bacterial maskwith each cell by applying background subtraction wavelet to the phagemKate2 channel

images, applying a constant threshold and associating only phage masks that overlapped bacterial masks with the closest cyto-

plasm. Thus, each cell for the time series contained a nuclear, cytoplasm, bacterial and phage mask (Figure S3A).

Next, covertrace (https://github.com/CovertLab/covertrace) was used to filter the cell traces for those that trackedwell and reliably

contained bacteria, using the following heuristics:

(1) The cell is present consistently at least the first 20 hours

(2) The cell is healthy (nuclear area or intensity doesn’t get too small or high)

(3) The cell is reliably well tracked (no large jump in nuclear area or mean intensity between time points)

(4) Both daughter cells are connected, if the cell divides, and both traces are kept

(5) The cell contains bacteria for at least the first 3 hours (typically don’t clear much before then) or first 15 hours (for clearance-

adjusted analysis in Figures 3Bii and 3Cii)

Example filtered time-series traces from one field of view are shown for bacteria (Figure S3B) and phage (Figure S3C). Furthermore,

we validated that the tracking filtering is non-biased and that bacterial clearance looks similar before and after filtering the time series

traces (Figure S3D). Example CellTK input files and covertrace analysis filtering scripts are deposited at https://doi.org/10.17632/

f5jpffyhmg.1.

For the clearance analysis in Figure 2G, at each time point, cells that were trackedwell and contained bacteria for at least the first 3

hours of infection were considered. At each time point, a cell was considered to be cleared of bacteria if it had amean intensity under

the bacterial mask of less than 100, as determined from uninfected control cells, for the current time point along with the following 2

hours of time points.

Phage-Positive Bacteria-Tracking Analysis
We set out to quantify and compare the rate of prophage induction across different bacterial strains and growth conditions without

introducing bias due to various macrophage infection capabilities of our bacterial strains. The metric of comparison we use in Fig-

ure 3B shows the cumulative fraction of phage-inducing bacterial-infected macrophages. We defined a macrophage as phage-pos-

itive if it was bacteria positive (contained bacteria for at least the first 3 consecutive hours post-infection) and contained a phagemask

with mean intensity above a threshold (�1000 – 1200, determined by TRITC channel background in non-lysogen images, on a per

experiment basis) for at least 2 consecutive frames (2 hours). See traces in Figure S3C as examples of phage-positive single cell
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traces. These are generated from the mean intensity under the cytoplasm-associated phage mask. Macrophages that had multiple

phage-induction events were counted only once in the sum, due to lack of granularity in time points to be able to separate induction

events from each other. For each experiment per each condition (i.e. BW25113 WT), across all fields of view, the cumulative sum of

phage-positive cells (from 8-9 fields of view across 3 wells), was determined for all infected nuclei tracked. This sum was divided by

the number of infected macrophages at T = 3 hours. The cumulative fraction over time was then normalized to 0 at T=3. The same

analysis was done for the non-lysogen strain for each condition to validate that the phage mask is specific to real phage signal. This

metric was an appropriate way to track the accumulation of phage induction while bacteria are inside macrophages over time,

without confounding factors such as a changing denominator of the fraction over time due to loss of bacteria at different rates of

phage lysis.

Bounds Analysis for Bacterial Prophage Induction Frequency inside Macrophages
1. Assume for all infected macrophages analyzed, m, that at multiplicity of infection 10, each is maximally infected with 10 bac-

teria. (On average, based on the distribution in Figure S2E, we observed 2.4 bacteria/macrophage).

2. The maximum total number of bacteria present within infected macrophages is 10m.

3. At worst, in macrophages with a phage induction event, 1 in 10 bacteria induces prophage, and at best, 10 in 10 bacteria

induce prophage. (On average, based on the distribution in Figure S2F, we observed 2.1 bacteria/macrophage

inducing phage).

4. At the time point where the most macrophages in the infected population experience induction, 21 hours, on average, 22% of

macrophages have at least 1 bacterium inducing prophage (Based on Figure 2E).

5. Thus, the maximum frequency of bacterial prophage induction inside macrophages is the maximum number of infecting bac-

teria inducing phage divided by the number of infecting bacteria:
mðmacsÞ3 0:223 10

�
bacs
mac

�
3 10

10
ðbacs inducing phageÞ

10m
= 0:22

6. Thus, the minimum frequency of bacterial prophage induction inside macrophages is the minimum number of infecting bac-

teria inducing phage divided by the number of infecting bacteria:
mðmacsÞ3 0:223 10

�
bacs
mac

�
3 1

10
ðbacs inducing phageÞ

10 m
= 0:022

Bacterial Image Analysis
All fluorescent images from agar pad experiments were background subtracted and the phase image was used to segment bacterial

cells. Briefly, we trained aU-Net neural network (https://github.com/CovertLab/cellunet/) on thousands of manually curated bacterial

cells. The weights that resulted from training were then used as input to the CellTK function, deep_unet, along with the phase images.

The interior probabilities that were returned were thresholded at 0.3 to form bacterial masks, were opened up with watershed_labels

(REG = 20) and any objects less than 6 pixels were removed. The mean intensity under bacterial masks was calculated in the relevant

fluorescent channel. For all frequency of induction calculations, the phage-positive bacteria with amean fluorescence under bacterial

mask of 100 above background were enumerated and divided by total bacterial objects detected to give a fraction of inducing

bacteria.

For the sensitivity analysis (Figure S1C), lysing bacteria were manually counted from two frames per experiment across n = 3 in-

dependent experiments containing > 60 lysing bacteria each. Hits were counted as bacteria that had mean phage reporter signal >

1.5x over background.

Image Analysis for Cross-Infection
The cross-infection images were analyzed manually using FIJI. Across three independent experiments, composite videos from 324

fields of view were generated of phase, mCerulean3 (Donor bacterium constitutive fluorescence), mClover (Recipient bacterium

constitutive fluorescence) and mKate2 (phage lysis reporter). Each time point throughout the composite movie was carefully

analyzed, as each field of view exhibited different infection patterns. The following heuristics were used to identify examples of

cross-infection: (1) Only macrophages that contained both the recipient and donor bacteria at the beginning of the infection were

considered for analysis. (2) After donor bacteria were lysed, attention was paid to the recipient bacteria to observe whether mKate2

signal appears and overlaps with themClover. All mCerulean3 bacteria within amacrophage were lysed inmost cross-infection sam-

ples by the time of secondary infection of mClover bacteria. (3) The cells were tracked manually by drawing a bounding box around
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the cell throughout the entire time course. Maximum intensity values for mCerulean3, mClover and mKate2 channels at each time

point were determined by utilizing the ‘‘Analyze’’ function in FIJI with the bounding box. In the case of a donor bacterium not yet being

cleared by the time of recipient bacteria infection, a bacteria and phage specific mask was drawn around the recipient cell in which

the maximum mKate2 and mCerulean3 pixel intensities were extracted. Traces were normalized between 0 and 1 for each example

cell and were plotted in Python. An example mKate2 and mCerulean3 trace is shown in Figure 4C. For the peak analysis, the traces

were preprocessed by smoothening the data with a Savitsky-Golay filter of window length 5 and polynomial order 2 and then

convolving with a scaled hanning window of length 11. Peaks were extracted from the processed traces using the Python Scipy func-

tion find_peaks with the parameters (height=0.05, distance = 10). Control cells were chosen at random and were those where the

macrophage was infected with both strains of bacteria at T=0 but no cross-infection occurred. These cells were analyzed similarly,

and mCerulean3 signal was measured from a bounding box across the whole cell. Note, each trace analyzed as in Figure 4C is not

derived from one bacterium but all bacteria across the entire cell. Therefore, we cannot exactly determine how many bacteria lyse

and contribute to any given phage signal. We reasoned that since typically multiple lysogens and non-lysogens under the bacterial

mask become infected with phage, any differences in phage signal due to differences in bacterial number should average out. All

original cropped composites of 22 positive example cells are deposited at https://doi.org/10.17632/f5jpffyhmg.1.

The traces in Figure S4I are from performing CellTK analysis as in STAR Methods, ‘‘Image Processing – Segmentation and

Tracking’’, however without tracking the nuclei and only detecting a bacterial mask associated with the lysogen-only infected cells.

For Figure S4I, the percent of macrophages with any detected mCerulean3 bacteria expressing the mKate2 lysis reporter was calcu-

lated at each time point independently across all cells analyzed.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All data are presented as the mean ± s.e.m. unless otherwise indicated in the figure legends or raw data points are displayed directly.

The number of technical and independent biological replicates for each experiment is indicated in the figure legends or STAR

Methods. No blinding or randomization was used in these experiments. All live-cell microscopy and agar pad microscopy data

were analyzed as according to STAR Methods, and any modifications made to the protocol are indicated in the figure legends. All

statistical significance tests were carried out in Python, and a two-sided student’s t-test was used.

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

Software for neural network training, cellunet, is located at https://github.com/CovertLab/cellunet/. All other software used is

described in STAR Methods. The raw data including all the image files are too large to upload to existing public repositories. We

deposited all single cell example composite images from Figure 4 and an example of the full image analysis workflow to Mendeley

Data: https://dx.doi.org/10.17632/f5jpffyhmg.1.
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